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     CHINESE HISTORY II: SOURCES FOR BIOGRAPHY       
 
As with all Chinese historical writing, sources for biography are affected by the strong normative 
element of retrospective narrative--the urge to write for the purpose of assigning praise and blame.  
In general, those who are selected for description in the form of specifically biographical writing are 
those whom authors wish to celebrate, and there is thus some tendency for biographical sources to 
ensure that the good that people did lived on after them, while the evil was oft interred with their 
bones (not, of course, true of celebrated villains and good guys whose failures left their enemies to 
write the histories). Nor is this tendency towards moral selectivity necessarily reduced as one’s 
sources become more local or personal. Inscriptions were almost universally celebratory, and 
biographical notices in such sources as gazetteers were often included solely at the urging of 
prominant local gentry subsidizing the work of the historian, who piously expected their monetary 
contributions to underwrite laudatory notices concerning members of their ancestral lines.  
(Zurndorfer’s guide has a good introduction on these and other issues of biographical studies, pp. 
137-41.) 
 
 Despite these problems, an enormous amount of valuable biographical material is available 
to researchers, and finding one’s way through this thicket can be a difficult task. It is important to 
become familiar with the terminology of biographical literary forms and the various types of 
resources that exist. This section of the coursepack is divided as follows: 
 
 A.  General Issues 
 B.  Terminology 
 C.  General Biographical Dictionaries and Reference Works 
 D.  Biographical Dictionaries in English, by Period 
 E.  Name and Biographical Source Indexes, by Period 
 F.  Additional Studies, Lists, and Aids for Biographical Research 
 G.  Biographical Chronologies, Genealogical Records, and Family Instructions 
 
Note:  Many resources for biographical research may be found in other sections of the C511 

course materials. For example, the name indexes for the cheng-shih listed in “Chinese 
History I” can be used for biographical research. In addition, a number of less general 
biographical dictionaries and indexes for literary figures will be listed under “Literary 
Studies.” 

 
A. General Issues 
 
Han Chao-ch’i 韓 兆 琦 , Chung-kuo chuan-chi wen-hsueh shih 中 國 傳 記 文 學 史 

(Shih-chia-chuang: Ho-pei chiao-yü ch’u-pan-she, 1992) [O.C. CT 34 .C6 C4 1992] 
 
Liu Shao-t’ang 劉紹唐, Shen-mo shih chuan-chi wen-hsueh 甚么是傳記文學 (Taipei, 1967) 

[O.C. CT 21 .S45] 
 
Liu Ts’un-yan, “Men of Letters in the Light of Chinese Historiography,” Bulletin of the Museum of 

Far Eastern Antiquities, 37 (1965), 137-63 
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David S. Nivison, “Aspects of Traditional Chinese Biography,” Journal of Asian Studies 21 (Aug. 

1962), 457-63 
 
Denis Twitchett, “Chinese Biographical Writings,” in Historians of China and Japan, W.G. 

Beasley & E.G. Pulleyblank, ed. (London: 1961), 95-114 
 
-----, “Problems of Chinese Biography,” in Confucian Personalities, Arthur Wright & Denis 

Twitchett, ed. (Stanford: 1962), 24-42 
 
Arthur Wright, “Values, Roles, & Personalities,” in Confucian Personalities, 3-23. 
 
Pei-yi Wu, The Confucian’s Progress: Autobiographical Writings in Traditional China (Princeton: 

Princeton University Press, 1990) 
 
 
B.  Terminology: Major Types of Biographical Materials 
 
    a.  Autobiographical Writing: 
  tzu-hsu          自序  (autobiographical preface)  
  tzu-chuan      自傳   (autobiography; memoirs) 
  tzu-hsu nien-p’u          自敍年譜       (autobiographical chronology)  
  tzu-tsan hua-hsiang     自贊畫象   (portrait or eulogy by the author himself) 
  jih-chi          日記  (diaries) 
 
    b.  Eulogistic/Commemorative Writing: 
  chia-chuan         家傳  (family record) 
  hsing-chuang         行狀  (account of conduct) 
  mu-pei          墓碑  (tomb-inscription [t-i])  
  mu-piao          墓表  (t-i carved on stele and erected on the tomb) 
  shen-tao pei               神道碑 (t-i carved on stele and erected on the avenue 
        leading to it) 
  mu-chih 墓誌; k’uang-ming 壙銘     (t-i carved on steele and buried in the grave)  
  miao-chih 廟志   (t-i carved on steele and deposited in the  
       ancestral temple) 
  chi-wen 祭文; tiao-wen 弔文  (funeral oration) 
  tsan-sung 贊頌   (funerary odes) 
  shou-hsu 夀序; jung-shou hsu 榮夀序 (birthday or anniversary essays) 
     
c.  Historical Biographies 
  lieh-chuan 列傳   (series of biographical narratives) 
  tsung-chuan 總傳; ho-chuan 合傳     (separate or individual biographies)  
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  jen-piao 人表     (biographical charts and tables) 
 
    d.  Chronological Biographies 
  nien-p’u 年譜    (annalistic biographies) 
  tzu-hsu nien-p’u自敍年譜  (autobiographical chronologies) 
 
    e.  Documentary Biographical Records 
  t’i-ming lu 題名錄   (official registers)  
  ch’ih-lu 齒錄   (contemporary records; a type of t’i-ming lu) 
  t’ung-nien lu 同年錄    (school/exam-mate or colleague records) 
  teng-k’o lu 登科錄   (chin-shih 進士 graduation records) 
  kuan-hsuan lu  館選錄   (rosters of special appointments) 
  chih-yuan lu   職員錄  (staff records) 
  t’ung-hsueh lu  同學錄   (class registers) 
 
    f.  Genealogical Records 
  hsing-shih p’u / chia-p’u 姓氏譜/家譜 (clan records) 
  hsiao-tsung p’u  小宗譜  (records of direct lineage) 
  ta-tsung p’u   大宗譜  (records of collateral lineage) 
  chia-hsun / chia yueh  家訓  (family instructions or rules) 
        
    f.  Types of Names 
  shih   氏  clan / family name / woman’s maiden name 
       (often placed between surname & given name) 
  hsiao / ju / nai ming 小/孺/奶名 childhood name 
  tzu   字  style name 
  hao   號  public name bestowed by others 
  pieh-hao  別號  usually, a self-coined public name 
  wai-hao  外號  an informal public name 
  ch’o / hun / hun-ming 綽/混/諢名 other terms for wai-hao 
  pi-ming  筆名  pseudonym; pen name 
  shih ming  室名  name taken after one’s own studio 
  shih   謚/諡  posthumous name 
  hui   諱  taboo name 
 
  Meng 孟/ Chung 仲/ Shu 叔 / Chi 季 
   -- names that often indicate sequence among siblings 
 
On names, see also: 
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Chang Lien-fang 張聯芳, Chung-kuo-jen te hsing-ming 中國人的姓名 (Peking: 1992) [O.C. CS 
2990 .C634 1992] 

 
Wang Wan-pang 王萬邦 , Hsing-shih tz’u-tien 姓氏詞典  (Cheng-chou: Ho-nan jen-min 

ch’u-pan-she, 1991)  [O.C. CS 2990 .W29 1991] 
 
Yuan Yü-liu 袁玉騮, Chung-kuo hsing-ming-hsueh 中國姓名學 (Peking: Kuang-ming jih-pao, 

1994)  [O.C. 2990 .Y83 1994] 
 
 
C.  General Biographical Dictionaries & Reference Works 
 
1. Biographical dictionaries 
 
Herbert Giles, A Chinese Biographical Dictionary (Shanghai: 1898; reprint, 1962) (2,500 entries) 

[O.R. DS 734 .C4 1962] 
 
 Giles is increasingly entertaining to read for its now archaic style, but it is filled with 

inaccurate assertions and should not be employed for research purposes. 
 
Chung-kuo jen-ming ta tz’u-tien 中國人名大辭典, compiled by Fang Yi 方毅 et al. (Shanghai: 

1921, 1934; Taipei reprint: 1958, etc.) (T&B 166) (40,000 entries) [O.R. DS 734 .C62 
1977] 

 
 Traditionally the most widely used biographical dictionary for the traditional period, despite 

its many shortcomings. It does not use Western dates. There are two four-corner indexes, 
one for the supplement of Republican period figures (which is a valuable aspect of the 
book). Beware confusing the two indexes. 

  One of the important features of this work, and one that keeps it alive despite the 
fact that it is frequently inaccurate or insufficient and terribly difficult to scan or read, is its 
stroke-count index of alternative names. Although alternative name indexes of much greater 
readability and detail are available for individual periods from the Sung on (as noted 
variously below), there are not many general alternative name indexes that allow one to 
track down people whose dynastic eras are unknown. The alternative name index (34 pp.) is 
located after the main section of the dictionary (traditional period) and a substantial 
dictionary of surnames. When using any alternative name index, always remember that the 
name you look up is the personal name (e.g., the tzu, hao, etc.), rather than the family name, 
or hsing.   

  This dictionary now appears to be superseded by two listed below: Chung-kuo 
jen-ming yi-ch’eng ta tz’u-tien 中國人名異稱大辭典 (see under section 4, alternative 
names) and Chung-kuo li-tai jen-ming da tz’u-tien 中國歷代人名大辭典 (the entry 
following illustrations from this volume). 
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Chung-kuo li-tai jen-ming da tz’u-tien 中國歷代人名大辭典, Chang Hui-chih 張撝之 et al., ed. 
(Shanghai: Shang-hai ku-chi ch’u-pan-she, 1999), 2 vols. [O.R. DS 734 .C62536 1999 & 
O.R. DS 734 .Z4655 1999] 

 
Coverage extends to the Hsin-hai Revolution.  Entries are by stroke count and include 
Western dates.  Sources are cited (the symbol  signifies that the individual appears in the 
appropriate cheng-shih).  Volume 2 has a four-corner index. 

 
Chung-kuo ku-chin ming-jen ta tz’u-tien 中國古今名人大辭典, Chuang Han-hsin 莊漢新 and 

Kuo Chü-yuan 郭居園, eds. (Peking: Ching-kuan chiao-yü ch’u-pan-she, 1991) (6000 + 
entries)  [O.R. DS 734 .C8216 1991] 

 
This relatively new product covers both traditional and modern periods, which spreads it 
rather thin.  It is intended for general users, and its language is hence more accessible than 
Fang Yi’s dictionary.  It includes Western dates. 

 
Chung-kuo li-tai ming-jen sheng-chi ta tz’u-tien 中國歷代名人勝跡大辭典, Kao Yang 高陽, ed. 

(Taipei: Wang-wen-she ku-fen yu-hsien kung-ssu, 1993) [O.R. DS 734 .C6258 1993] 
 

This nostalgic “coffee-table” dictionary has some interesting features.  It is a sourcebook of 
information about individuals whose cultural fame includes associations with particular 
regions or sites--true for almost every significant political or literary figure. The text is 
lavishly produced and illustrated, and seems an entertaining way to broaden one’s 
understanding of cultural associations surrounding individuals.  Following a section 
devoted to a regional overview of famous personages and sites, the dictionary is divided 
into sections on people associated with the military, with cultural activities, and with 
science and technology.  There is a stroke-order index at the back. 

 
-- The following represent some major specialized biographical dictionaries 
 
Chung-kuo wen-hsueh-chia ta tz’u-tien 中國文學家大辭典, compiled by T’an Cheng-pi 譠正璧 

(Shanghai: 1934; Taipei: 1962; Hong Kong: 1961) 
          (T&B 167)  [O.R. PL 2277 .T17 1961] 
 

This is a very convenienly organized dictionary of literary biography, but it is not 
outstandingly accurate. 

 
Chung-kuo ts’ang-shu-chia k’ao-lueh 中國藏書家考略, compiled by Yang Li-ch’eng 楊立誠 

and Chin Pu-ying 金步瀛 (Chekiang Provincial Library, 1929)  [O.C. Z 989 .Y22] 
 
Chung-kuo hua-chia ta tz’u-tien 中國畫家大辭典, Sun T’a 孫濌 ed.   (Peking: Chung-kuo 

shu-tien, 1982)  [O.R. ND 1048 .S8 1982]   
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2. Other general reference tools for dating individuals 
 
Li-tai jen-wu nien-li pei-chuan tsung-piao 歷代人物年里碑傳綜表, compiled by Chiang Liang-fu 

姜亮夫 (Shanghai: 1937; Peking: 1959; Taipei: 1965 (12,000 entries) [O.R. DS 734 .C48 
1961] 

 
This handy table is a quick way to access basic information about 12,000 individuals. The 
illustration on the following page, which is actually taken from the following item – Yang 
Chia-lo’s revision of Chiang’s tables – should clarify how the tables may be read.  A 
stroke count index is provided for both Chiang’s book and Yang’s. (See illustration on 
following page.) 

 
Li-tai jen-wu nien-li t’ung-p’u 歷代人物年里通譜, compiled by Yang Chia-lo 楊家駱 (Taipei: 

Shih-chieh shu-chü) [O.C. DS 734 .L6852] 
 
Li-tai ming-jen sheng-tsu nien-piao 歷代名人生卒年表, compiled by Liang T’ing-ts’an 粱廷

燦 (1969) [O.R. DS 734 .L6854] 
 
Yi-nien-lu hui-pien 疑年錄彙編, compiled by Chang Wei-hsiang 張惟驤, 16 chüan; with 

supplement & rhyme index to names, 1 chüan (Shanghai: 1926) [O.R. DS 734 .C463 1926] 
 
Shih-shih yi-nien lu 釋氏疑年錄, compiled by Ch’en Yuan 陳垣, 12 chüan  (Peiping: 1939; 

Peking: 1964) [O.C. BL 1460 .C51] 
 
 3.  Reference tools for identifying identical names 
 
Ku-chin t’ung-hsing-ming ta tz’u-tien 古今同姓名大辭典, compiled by P’eng Tso-chen 彭作

楨 (Peiping: 1936; Shanghai: 1983) [O.C. DS 734 .F38 1983] 
 
Chiu-shih t’ung-hsing-ming lueh 九史同姓名錄, 72 chüan, supplement 4 chüan, compiled by 

Wang Hui-tsu 汪輝祖, in Kuang-ya ts’ung-shu 光雅叢書, ts’e 213-317; in Ts’ung-shu 
chi-ch’eng 叢書集成 , 3284-3291 (Shanghai: Commercial Press, 1936) [O.C. CS 
2990 .H75] 

 
Li-tai t’ung-hsing-ming lu 歷代同姓名錄, 22 chüan; suppl. 1 chüan, compiled by Liu Ch’ang-hua 

劉長華, preface dated 1871, 1880, in Ch’ung-ch’uan Liu-shih ts’ung-shu 崇川劉氏叢書, 
ts’e 6-12 (Hai-ning Ch’en-shih shen-ch’u-t’ang edition; rpt. 1926); cf. Li-tai 
t’ung-hsing-ming lu yin-te (Harvard-Yenching Index Series, #4)  
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4.  Reference tools for identifying alternative names 
 
Chung-kuo jen-ming yi-ch’eng ta tz’u-tien 中國人名異稱大辭典, Shang Heng-yuan 尚恆元 and 

Sun An-pang 孫安邦 eds. (T’ai-yuan: Shan-hsi jen-min ch’u-pan-she, 2002), 2 vols.  
[O.R. DS 734 .Z467 2002] 

 
This is both a biographical dictionary and an index of alternative names. It includes 50,000 
historical figures who died before 1949, arranged by stroke count. The first volume is the 
dictionary, the second in the alternative name index. Figures are listed in the dictionary by 
their most commonly known names. The second volume includes indexes to the main index 
(two levels deep); the main index appears on pp. 238-816 (but beware that pages 235-248 
are mis-bound in a confusing order. Western birth and death dates are used; references to 
the Chung-hua edition of the standard histories and to other sources (the bibliography is at 
the close of the second volume). 

   
Ku-chin jen-wu pieh-ming so-yin 古今人物別名索引, by Ch’en Te-yun 陳德雲 (Canton: 1937) 

(T&B 188)  [O.R. Z 1087 .C6 C6 1965] 
 
Shih-ming pieh-hao so-yin 室名別號索引, compiled by Ch’en Nai-ch’ien 陳乃乾 (Peking: 1957); 

Taiwan edition, Pieh-shu chü-ch’u ming t’ung-chien 別署居處名通檢, compiler’s name 
given as Yang Chia-lo 楊家駱 (1962); Hong Kong edition, Li-tai jen-wu shih-ming 
pieh-hao t’ung-chien 歷代人物室名別號通檢 (1964) (T&B 189) [O.R. Z 1087 .C6 C5] 

 
Chung-kuo li-tai shu-hua chuan-k’o chia tzu-hao so-yin 中國歷代書畫篆刻家字號索引 , 

compiled by Shang Ch’eng-tso 商承祚 and Huang Hua 黃華, 2 vols. (Peking: 1960) [O.R. 
ND 1048 .C52] 

 
Ch’ing-jen shih-ming pieh-ch’eng tzu-hao so-yin 清人室名別稱字號索引, Yang T’ing-fu 楊廷福 

and Yang T’ung-fu 楊同甫, eds., 2 vols. (Shanghai: 1988)  [O.R. Z 1087 .C6 Y38 1989] 
 
 Indexes 106,000 individuals by alternative name and includes an index of 40,000 

individuals indexed to alternative name by common name. 
 
Ch’ing-jen pieh-ming tzu-hao so-yin 清人別名字號索引, Wang Te-yi 王德毅, ed. (Taipei: 1985) 

 [O.R. Z 1087 .C6 W36 1985] 
 
 Indexes 36,000 individuals. 
 
“Hsin-hai ko-ming shih-ch’i chung-yao pao-k’an tso-che pi-ming lu” 辛亥革命時期重要報刊作

者筆名錄, compiled by Chang Ching-lu 張靜廬 and Li Sung-nien 李松年, Wen-shih 文
史 1 (1962), 87-114 
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“Wu-hsu pien-fa ch’ien-hou pao-k’an tso-che tzu-hao pi-ming lu” 戊戌變法前后報刊作者字號筆

名錄, compiled by Chang Ching-lu, et al., Wen-shih 4 (1965), 213-48 
 
 5.  Taboo names 
 
Ch’en Yuan 陳垣, Shih hui chü li 史諱舉例  [O.C. DS 734.7 .C47] 
 
Li-tai hui-tzu p’u  歷代諱字譜, compiled by Chang Wei-hsiang 張惟驤 (Peiping: 1932) 
 
Liu Hsi-hsin 劉錫信, Li-tai hui-ming k’ao 歷代諱名考 (reprint, Taipei: 1966 [Pai-pu ts’ung-shu 

chi-ch’eng ed.]) [O.C. AC 149 .P3 ser 94 case 33 v. 7]      
 
 
D.   Biographical Dictionaries in English, by Period 
 
A Biographical Dictionary of the Qin, Former Han and Xin Periods (221 BC - AD 24), Michael 

Loewe. (Leiden: Brill, Handbook of Oriental Studies 16, 2000) [DS 747.38 L63 2000] 
 
A Biographical Dictionary of Later Han to the Three Kingdoms (23-220 AD), Rafe De Crespigny 

(Leiden: Brill, Handbook of Oriental Studies 19, 2007) [DS 748.15 D4 2007] 
 
Sung Biographies, Herbert Franke, ed., 4 vols. (Weisbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1976)  [O.R. 

DS 751.5 .S96] 
 
 This collection of essays on 440 Sung figures is useful, but its quality is less uniform than 

the dictionaries listed below. Entries appear in English, French, or German. The fourth 
volume is devoted to artists of the Sung. 

 
Dictionary of Ming Biography, L.C. Goodrich, ed., 2 vols. (New York: Columbia, 1976) [O.R. DS 

753.5 .A84 1976] 
 
 Extensive articles on 659 Ming personalities, with bibliographic lists included. The Index 

provides access to discussions of many additional individuals who are not given 
independent entries (true also for the Hummel and Boorman dictionaries below). 

 
Eminent Chinese of the Ch’ing Period, 1644-1912, Arthur W. Hummel, ed., 2 vols. (Washington, 

D.C.: 1943-44; Taiwan reprint in one volume) [O.R. DS 734 .U5] 
 
 Extensive articles on 800 Ch’ing personalities whose lives ended prior to the Hsin-hai 

Revolution. The Goodrich Ming project above was modeled on Hummel’s book.   
 
Biographical Dictionary of Republican China, Howard Boorman and Richard Howard ed., 5 vols. 

(New York: Columbia University Press, 1967-72)  [O.R. DS 778 .A1 B6] 
 
 Though focusing on the period 1912-49, this dictionary also provides extensive information 
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on people active at the close of the Ch’ing, who were not provided with independent entries 
in Hummel’s Ch’ing volume unless they died before 1911.  An excellent source (as is 
Hummel) for becoming acquainted with the biographical and political context of figures of 
modern scholarship on traditional China. 

 
Chinese Biographical Archive (Bethesda, Md.: University Publications of America, 1996 - ): a 

composite re-editing of about 89 biographical reference works, including all those listed 
above (exclusive of Loewe and De Crespigny). The IU Library does not own it, nor has it 
subscribed to an online version that became available in 2006. Publisher’s note to the online 
edition: “The biographical information comes from 89 sources published in 130 volumes, 
between 1898 and 1994. The biographies have been compiled from western and Chinese 
biographical reference works, some of which are multi-lingual, written in English, 
Chinese, German and French. The different systems by which the evaluated sources were 
arranged and transcribed, have been standardised and all entries transliterated according 
to the current, internationally accepted Hanyu-Pinyin system.” 

 
E.   Name and Biographical Source Indexes by Period 
 
 The individual name indexes to the standard histories published by the Chung-hua shu-chü 

are not included below. 
 
General 
     
Erh-shih-wu shih jen-ming so-yin 二十五史人名索引 (Shanghai: 1935) (T&B 178) [O.R. DS 

735 .A2 E7 Index 1971] 
 
 This index to names mentioned in the histories is keyed to the K’ai-ming edition. It indexes 

references to individuals in any section of the histories. 
 
Erh-shih-wu shih jen-ming ta ts’u-dien 二十五史人名大辭典, Huang Hui-hsien 黃惠賢 ed. 

(Cheng-chou: Chung-chou ku-chi ch’u-pan-she, 1997), 2 vols.  [O.R. DS 735 .E754 1997] 
 

This is a dictionary, rather than an index, although references are given to cheng-shih 
sources. Names are arranged in stroke order for each history in sequence – where 
individuals are named in more than one history, the earliest is the locus of the entry, with a 
cross reference to the other (no cross-referenced entry appears in the secondary locus).  
Western dates are used for birth and death information, and a particularly useful feature is 
that pinyin notation is specified for variant character readings or unusual characters.  Note: 
each of the two volumes is separately indexed. 

 
Erh-shih-ssu shih chi-chuan jen-ming so-yin 二十四史紀傳人名索引  (Peking: Chung-hua 

shu-chü, 1990) [O.R. DS 735 .A2 E61 1980] 
 
 This is an index to references to individuals in the Chung-hua shu-chü edition of the 

standard histories. It only includes references in the biographical sections, and in a few other 
selected sections of certain histories. 
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Erh-shih-wu shih chi-chuan jen-ming so-yin 二十五史紀傳人名索引  (Shanghai: Ku-chi 

ch’u-pan-she, 1990) [O.R. DS 734 .E73 1990] 
 
 Similar to the last item, arranges references to both the Chung-hua and the Ku-chi 

ch’u-pan-she (古籍出版社) editions of the histories. 
 
Han and Chin 
 
Liang-Han pu-lieh-chuan jen-ming yun pien 兩漢不列傳人名韻編 (Pei-p’ing: 1935) 
 
Han-Chin ming-jen nien-p’u 漢晉名人年譜 (Beijing: Pei-ching t’u-shu-kuan, 2004) [O.C. DS 

748.13 .H35 2004] 
 

Reprints of forty-five annalistic biographies covering twenty-four major figures of the Han 
and Chin eras. 

 
 
T’ang and Five Dynasties 
 
Hsin T’ang-shu tsai-hsiang shih-hsi piao yin-te 新唐書宰相世系表引得 Harvard-Yenching Index 

Series #16 (1939) 
 
T’ang wu-tai jen-wu chuan-chi tzu-liao tsung-ho so-yin 唐五代人物傳記資料綜合索引, Fu 

Hsuan-tsung 傅璇宗, ed. (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü, 1982) [O.R. Z 3108 .A3 F8 1982] 
 
 Indexes references to approximately 30,000 figures in 86 sources. Arranged by four-corner 

method. No index of alternative names. 
 
Sung 
 
Ssu-shih-ch’i chung Sung-tai chuan-chi tsung-ho yin-te 四十七種宋代傳記綜合引得
 Harvard-Yenching Index Series #34 (1939) 
 
Sōjin denki sakuin 宋人傳記索引, by Aoyama Sadao 青山定雄 (Tokyo: To-yo- Bunko, 1968) [O.R. 

Z 3108 .A3 S58] 
 
Sung-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin 宋人傳記資料索引, Ch’ang Pi-te 昌彼得 et al., ed., 6 vols. 

(Taipei: 1974) [O.R. DS 751 .S925] 
 
 Currently, this reference tool is probably the most efficient way to begin biographical 

research on Sung personalities. It combines brief notices for 15,000 individuals with an 
extensive list of references based on 490 sources. The index is arranged according to stroke 
count, with a general table in vol. 1. Each entry gives both a brief biographical notice, 
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comparable to that of the Chung-kuo jen-ming ta tz’u-tien (but with Western dates) and then 
a list of source references (the bibliography of 490 sources appears at the front). Vol. 6 is 
devoted to an index of alternative names. Similarly titled “chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin” below 
follow similar, but not identical, formats. 

  See illustration on the following page. 
 
A Compilation of Anecdotes of Sung Personalities, by Ting Ch’uan-ching (Taipei: St. John’s 

University Press, 1989) [O.R. DS 751 .S9813 1989] 
 
 
Yuan (including Liao-Chin) 
 
Sung-Yuan fang-chih chuan-chi so-yin 宋元方志傳記索引, by Chu Shih-chia 朱士嘉 (Shanghai: 

1963)  [O.C. DS 751.5 .C475 1986] 
 
Liao-Chin-Yuan chuan-chi san-shih chung tsung-ho yin-te 遼金元傳記三十種綜合引得     
 Harvard-Yenching Index Series #35 (1940) 
 
Index to Biographical Material in Chin and Yuan Literary Works, by Igor de Rachewiltz et al., First 

Series (1970), Second Series (1973) (Canberra: Australian National University Press)  
[O.R. Z 3108 .L5 R12] 

 
Repertory of Proper Names in Yuan Literary Sources, by Igor de Rachewiltz and May Wang, 3 vols. 

(Taipei: 1988) [O.R. DS 752.5 .R325 1988] 
 
Ryō Kin Gen jin denki sakuin 遼金元人傳記索引, by Umehara Kaoru 梅原郁 and Kinugawa 

Tsuyoshi 衣川強 (Kyōtō: Kyōtō Daigaku Jimbun Kagaku Kenkyūjo, 1972) 
 
Yuan-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin 元人傳記資料索引, Wang Te-yi 王德毅,  
 et al., eds., 5 vols. (Taipei: Hsin-wen-feng, 1982) [O.R. Z 3108 .A3 W37] 
 
 Modeled on the similarly named Sung reference work listed above. It includes in vol. 4 a 

section in which Mongol individuals are listed according to alphabetical transcription of 
their Mongol names. These individuals generally had both Mongol and Chinese names, the 
latter, rendered in characters, being the one generally occurring in Chinese texts. Such 
figures cannot be located in this reference work by Chinese name through the stroke index 
in vol. 1 or through the index of alternative names, to which vol. 5 is devoted. They may 
only be accessed by means of their Chinese names by using pp. 2-48 of the surname index 
at the front of vol. 4.  
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Ming 
 
Pa-shih-chiu chung Ming-tai chuan-chi tsung-ho yin-te 八十九種明代傳記綜合引得, 3 vols., 

Harvard-Yenching Index Series #24 (1935) 
 
 Indexes references to 30,000 individuals in 89 works. Vol. 1 includes an index of alternative 

names. 
 
Ming-jen chuan-chi tzu-liao so-yin 明人傳記資料索引, 2 vols. (Taipei: National Central Library, 

1965)  [O.R. DS 734 .C8] 
 
 Indexes references to 8,500 individuals in 600 sources. Vol. 2 includes an index of 

alternative names. 
 
Nihon genzon Mindai chihoshi denki sakuin kō日本現存明代地方志傳記索引稿, by Yamane 

Yukio 山根幸夫 et al. (Tokyo: Tōyō Bunko, 1962) [O.C. DS 734 .Y19] 
 
 An expansion of this index (not in IU Library) is Ming-tai ti-fang-chih chuan-chi so-yin 明

代地方志傳記索引, 2 vols. (Taipei: 1986). 
 
Ming shih-lu lei-tsuan jen-wu chuan-chi 明實錄類纂人物傳記, Li Kuo-hsiang 李國祥, ed. 

(Wuhan: 1990) 
 
T’ien-yi-ko ts’ang Ming-tai fang-chih hsuan-k’an jen-wu tzu-liao jen-ming suo-yin 天一閣藏明代

方志選刊人物資料人名索引 2 vols. (Shanghai: Shang-hai shu-tien ch’u-ban-she, 1997) 
[O.R. DS 737 .T54 1981 Index] 

 
An index keyed to two series of gazetteers totaling almost one hundred volumes. 

 
Ming-tai chuan-chi ts’ung-k’an so-yin 明代傳記叢刊索引, by Chou Chün-fu 周駿富, et al., 3 

vols. (Taipei: 1991) [O.C. DS 753.5 .M75 1991 v. 161-163] 
 
 This index comprises the final three volumes of a massive ts’ung-shu of biographical source 

materials. It indexes all individuals who are referred to in those materials. Volumes 161-62 
include indexes to various kinds of alternative names. A comparable source exists for the 
Ch’ing (next item). 

 
Ch’ing 
 
Hakki tsūshi retsuden sakuin 八旗通志列傳索引, compiled by Kanda Nobuo 神田信夫, et al. 

(Tokyo: Tōyō Bunko, 1965) [O.R. DS 753.86 .P32 K3 1965] 
 
Ch’ing-tai chuan-chi ts’ung-k’an so-yin 清代傳記叢刊索引, by Chou Chün-fu 周駿富, et al., 3 
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vols. (Taipei: 1985) [O.C. DS 754.19 .C46 1985 v. 203-205] 
 
 Volume 205 includes an alternative name index. 
 
San-shih-san chung Ch’ing-tai chuan-chi tsung-ho yin-te 十三種清代傳記綜合引得
 Harvard-Yenching Index Series #9 (1932) 
 
Ch’ing-tai k’o-chü jen-wu chia-chuan tzu-liao hui-pien 清代科舉人物家傳資料匯編 , Lai 

Hsin-hsia 來新夏 et al., ed., 100 vols. (Beijing: Hsueh-yuan ch’u-pan-she, 2006) [O.C. DS 
754.19 .Q53 2006]; Index, vol. 101 

 
Chung-kuo Ti-yi Li-shih Tang-an-kuan ts’ang Ch’ing-tai kuan-yuan lü-li tang-an-kuan pien 中國

第一歷史檔案館藏清代官員履歷檔案館編, 30 vols. (Shanghai: Hua-tung Shih-fan 
Ta-hsueh ch’u-pan-she, 1997) [O.C. JQ 1512 .C4999 1997] 

 
Collects the equivalents of curricula vitae for over 55,000 individuals granted audiences 
with the Ch’ing emperor. The final volume includes stroke-count and four-corner name 
indexes. 

 
Ch’ing-tai jen-wu sheng-tsu nien-piao 清代人物生卒年表, Chiang ch’ing-po 江慶柏 ed., 

(Beijing: Jen-min wen-hsueh ch’u-pan-she, 2005) [O.C. DS 754.19 .J53 2005] 
 

This is a convenient resource so long as one is tracking information according to an 
individual’s ming 名 name; there is no index of alternative names. 

 
 
F.  Additional Studies, Lists, and Aids for Biographical Research 
 
Ts’en Chung-mien 岑仲勉, T’ang-jen hang-ti lu 唐人行第錄 (Peking: Chung-hua, 1962) [O.C. 

DS 749.3 .T885] 
 
Huang-Ming chin-shih teng-k’o k’ao 皇明進士登科考, compiled by Yü Hsien 俞憲 (cs [stands 

for chin-shih graduation date] 1538), 1550 ed. [O.R. JQ 1512 .Z1 Y8 1969] 
 
Tu Lien-che 杜聯喆, “Ming-ch’ao kuan-hsuan lu” 明朝館選錄, Tsinghua Journal of Chinese 

Studies 5:2 (1966), 30-119 
 
Ming-tai teng-k’o-lu hui-pien 明代登科錄匯編, 22 vols. (Taipei: Hsueh-sheng shu-chü, 1969) 

[O.C. JQ 1512 .Z1 M5] 
 
Ch’ing-ch’ao chin-shih t’i-ming-lu 清朝進士題名錄, 3 vols. (Beijing: Chung-hua shu-chü, 2007) 

[O.C. JQ 1501 .A158 2007] 
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Volumes 1-2 include the annual lists of chin-shih graduates; volume 3 provides a 
four-corner index of names. 

 
Kuo-ch’ao li-k’o chin-shih t’i-ming pei-lu 國朝歷科進士題名碑錄; also called Chin-shih t’i-ming 

pei-lu 進士題名碑錄 (reprint, Taipei: Yi-wen yin-shu-kuan, 1969) [O.C. LB 2386 .M66] 
 
 This collection includes a supplement listing the names of Ming period individuals granted 

the chin-shih degree between 1371 and 1643. Compiled by Li Chou-wan 李周望 and 
supplemented by Ch’ien Wei-ch’eng 錢維城 and, later, others. Block-print ed. of the 
Ch’ien-lung period, containing material down to 1778; block-print ed. of T’ung-chih period 
containing material to 1862. Index in Harvard-Yenching Index Series (Suppl. #19): 
Tseng-chiao Ch’ing-ch’ao chin-shih t’i-ming pei-lu (fu so-yin) 增校清朝進士題名碑錄

（附索引）(text included). 
 
Tz’u-lin chi-lueh 詞林輯略 , compiled by Chu Ju-chen 朱汝珍 , 111 chüan (Chung-yang 

k’o-ching-yuan 中央刻經院 movable-type edition, undated, but probably published circa 
1927 [5 ts’e]; reprint, Taipei: 1985) [O.C. DS 754.19 .C46 1985] 

 
Hsu Sung 徐松, Teng-k’o-chi k’ao 登科記考, 3 vols. (Peking: Chung-hua shu-chü, 1984)  [O.C. 

JQ 1512 .Z1 H78 1984] (Includes four-corner index) 
 
Ch’ü Wan-li 屈萬里, Teng-k’o-lu hui-pien 登科錄彙編, 22 vols. (Taipei: Hsueh-sheng shu-chü, 

1969)  [O.C. JQ 1512 .Z1 M5] 
 
T’ang Chih-chün 湯志鈞, Wu-hsu pien-fa jen-wu-chuan kao 戊戌變法人物傳稿, 2 vols. (Peking: 

Chung-hua shu-chü, 1961) [O.R. DS 754.19 .C46 1985 v. 63] 
 
Fang Chao-ying 房兆楹, ed., Ch’ing-mo Min-ch’u yang-hsueh hsueh-sheng t’i-ming-lu ch’u-chi 

清末民初洋學學生題名錄初輯 (Taipei: 1962) [O.C. LA 1133.7 .F21] 
 
 
G.  Biographical Chronologies, Genealogical Records, and Family Instructions 
 

 1.   Indexes to nien-p’u 年譜 
 
Chung-kuo li-tai jen-wu nien-p’u k’ao-lu 中國歷代人物年譜考錄, compiled by Hsieh Wei 謝巍 

(1992)  [O.R. CT 34 .C6 H75 1992] 
 
 This is the most comprehensive index to the genre of biographical chronologies, or nien-p’u. 

These works, which were generally not published as collections but were, rather, included 
in individual literary or other commemorative texts, include a great deal of information 
despite their somewhat bare-bones structure as a list of important events and official 
promotions. 
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Li-tai ming-jen nien-p’u tsung-mu 歷代名人年譜總目, compiled by Wang Pao-hsien 王寶先 

(Taichung: Tunghai University, 1965) (T&B 177)  [O.R. Z 3106 .W24] 
 
Chung-kuo li-tai ming-jen nien-p’u tsung-mu 中國歷代名人年譜總目, compiled by Wang Te-yi 

王德毅 (Taipei: 1979) [O.R. DS 734 .W32] 
 
 This is substantially a revision of Wang Pao-hsien’s book (previous item), bringing it up to 

date.  However, some materials in the 1965 work are omitted from this one. 
 
Rekidai meijin nempu mokuroku or Li-tai ming-jen nien-p’u mu-lu 歷代名人年譜目錄 (Kyoto: 

Jimbun Kagaku Kenkyūjo, 1951) 
 
Yang Tien-hsun 楊殿珣, Chung-kuo li-tai nien-p’u tsung-lu 中國歷代年譜總錄        
 (Peking: 1980)  [O.C. Z 3106 .Y37] 
 
 
 2.  Genealogical Records 
 
  a. Catalogues of genealogical records 
 

Sōfu no kenkyū 宗譜の研究, by Taga Akigoro 多賀秋五郎 (Tokyo: Tōyō Bunko, 1960)  [O.J. 
CS 1169 .A2 T2] 

 

Chūgoku sōfu no kenkyū 中國宗譜の研究, by Taga Akigoro (Tokyo: Tōyō Bunko, 1981)  [O.J. 
CS 1163 .T34 1981] 

 
Lo Hsiang-lin 羅香林, Chung-kuo tsu-p’u yen-chiu 中國族譜研究 (Hong Kong: 1970)  [O.C. 

CS 1162 .L78] 
 
Ted Telford, et al., Chinese Genealogies at the Genealogical Society of Utah: An Annotated 

Bibliography (Taipei: 1983) [Z 5319 .T44 1983] 
 
 This is a catalogue of over 3100 microfilmed Chinese genealogies collected from various 

East Asian countries. It is a product of the Mormon interest in world genealogy. 
 
  b. Studies on, or making use of, genealogical records 
 
Johanna Meskill, “The Chinese Genealogy as a Research Source,” in Maurice Freedman, ed., 

Family and Kinship in Chinese Society (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1969), 
139-161 

 
Ch’en Chieh-hsien 陳捷先 , Chung-kuo te tsu-p’u 中國的族譜  (Taipei: 1984)  [O.C. CS 
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1162 .C44 1984] 
 
Yang Tien-hsun 楊殿珣, “Chung-kuo chia-p’u t’ung-lun” 中國家譜通論, T’u-shu chi-k’an 圖書

季刊, N.S., III:1-2, VI:3-4, VII:1-2 (1929-30) 
 
Hu Hsien-chin, The Common Descent Group in China and Its Functions (New York: Viking, 1948) 
 
Hui-chen Wang Liu, The Traditional Chinese Clan Rules (Locust Valley, N.Y.: J.J. Augustus, 

1959) 
 
Spencer J. Palmer, ed., Studies in Asian Genealogy (Provo, Utah: Brigham Young University Press, 

1972) 
 
  c. Family instructions 
 
Yen-shih chia-hsun 顔氏家訓, by Yen Chih-t’ui 顔之推 (531- 591), English trans. by Teng 

Ssu-yu, Family Instructions for the Yen Clan (T’oung Pao Monographs; Leiden: 1969) 
[Earliest example of this genre.] 

 
Chou Fa-kao 周法高, “Chia-hsun wen-hsueh te yuan-liu” 家訓文學的源流, Ta-lu tsa-chih 大陸

雜誌, 22:2, 1-5; 22:3, 22-28; 22:4, 13-18 (1961, 1-2)  [A bibliographical survey of 
chia-hsun literature] 

 
Hui-chen Wang Liu, “An Analysis of Chinese Clan Rules: Confucian Theories in Action,” in 

Arthur Wright & David Nivison, eds., Confucianism in Action (Stanford: 1959), 63-96 
 
Denis Twitchett, “Documents on the Clan Administration: I. The Rules of Administration of the 

Charitable Estate of the Fan Clan,” Asia Major (New [second] Series) 8:1 (1960), 1-35 


